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Abstract. In Germany, the placement into medical studies programs
is highly competitive. Even for excellent applicants success is uncertain.
Tackling this uncertainty, the aim of this paper was to investigate the
success of an application from a data perspective. For this purpose, applicant data in the time frame from 2009 to 2012 was analyzed and various
Data Mining approaches were developed and compared. The characteristics of the statistical patterns lead us to simple recommendations how
to alter an application in order to succeed. Also, our results indicate that
Data Mining can outperform personal predictions.
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Introduction

Each year ten-thousands of German high school graduates apply for a placement
into a medical studies program. However, the supply of study opportunities
is scarce. In fact, on average, German universities provide only one spot per
five applicants [4]. In order to handle this excessive demand certain selection
procedures have been put in place. As medical education in Germany is largely
provided by public institutions and as the numbers of applications have become
increasingly overwhelming the selection procedures mostly rest upon objective,
easily-comparable criteria. This comes in handy to data science as hard criteria
allow for a convenient collection, aggregation and analysis of relevant applicant
attributes.
Hochschulstart.de, formerly known as the Central Office for the Allocation
of Study Places (ZVS), is the responsible agency to administer the placement
of applicants into medical studies for more than 30 universities. Thankfully,
they have provided us the respective dataset of all applicant data between the
summer semesters of 2009 and 2013. Each semester the agency carries out a
selection process that is for one part determined by the government and for
another by the individual universities. Legal regulation constitutes that 20%
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of the college spots for medical studies have to be reserved for the best high
school graduates regarding the Abitur grade (ABV: best-graduate-procedure).
Another 20% are allocated to the applicants who have waited the longest to study
(WZV: waiting-time-procedure). The remaining 60% are allocated according to
university-specific rules (AdH: university procedure). While some universities are
content with picking their potential students only depending on their graduation
marks, others award bonuses for a finished apprenticeship or even decide on the
grounds of softer criteria such as applicant interviews.
The university-specific selection procedures and criteria are always published
on hochschulstart.de or the universities websites. Also, the admission results of
former years are accessible in form of numerus clausus (NC) figures. The NC
simply states the characteristics of the worst successful applicant. Therefore, the
parameter implies that all applicants with better characteristics, such as better
grades, have been accepted in that particular year. Consequently, applicants can
have a grasp of their chances to be admitted. However, each year the number of
applicants varies. Moreover, the performance levels of applicants and the number
of supplied places to study fluctuates between years.
Therefore, applicants face uncertainty. As the general procedure merely allows electing up to six preferred institutions, an applicant must come to a decision under incomplete information and uncertainty.
We approach this environment on the grounds of knowledge discovery and
data science. Our aim is to observe whether an analysis of the dataset will grant
a significant edge to come to good decisions and predict outcomes.
As there is a great range of possible questions we constrain ourselves and
focus on one particular, namely, we attempt to predict the success or failure of
an individual applicant?
In the following, we wish to present our approach to this problem. We start
by outlining our methodology and the features of our dataset. Subsequently, we
summarize our data handling and data analysis before we conclude by evaluating
the potential of our prediction results.

2

Methodology and Related Work

The discussions about admission into medical studies in Germany has a long history. The graduation of the first woman, Dorothea Erxleben, in 1754 in medical
studies, was followed by numerous investigations, discussions and studies how,
when and why woman and men will succed in medical studies from then[1] until
today[3].
But one relevant questions was never asked: With which likelihood someone
is somebody admitted to his favorite studies?
So we see that work as an explorative approach to determine and detect relevant factors in the admission process. We also want to give potential students
a possibility for forecasting and decision-support. As an explorative example for
other areas we chose medical studies as in Germany this field is particularly
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comptetitive. Because there are no other approaches in the literature at the moment, we had to built up an own research process developing different approaches
to predict the admission success.
2.1

Research Design

We have oriented our approach based on the methodology for Data Mining
process of Ester and Sander[2]. They divide the process of Knowledge Discovery
into separate steps:
– Focussing: The objective of this step is to define the objective of the research
and the data source
– Preprocessing: In this step you complete and integrate the data in your
database. Additionally, you need to check for mistakes or missing values.
– Transformation: The third step is the process of converting data from the
raw format to fit data analysis. You can also derive new attributes from the
raw data.
– Data Mining: The fourth step covers all methods and techniques for pattern
recognition.
– Evaluation: Finally you conclude by evaluating your results and present
them in a comprehensive way.
In addtion, we applied some standard descriptive statistical methods on the raw
data for a better understanding of our data and the problem. Because we have

Fig. 1. Different steps of Knowledge Discovery by Ester and Sander [2]

comprehensivly presented the process of ”Focussing” in the first part of this
work, we continue directly with preprocessing and data transformation.
2.2

Data Preprocessing and Transformation

One central step of our research was the ”Data Preprocessing and Transformation”. In this step we used KNIME and R to increase the quality of our data.
Before our preprocessing and transformation the given attributes realizations
within our dataset were:
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Table 1. The attributes of the raw data
Attribute

Data type Value range

Admission best graduates procedure (ABV)
Admission waiting time procedure (WZV)
Admission procedure of universities (AdH)
University of admission
State of high school graduation
Graduation mark
Waiting time
Civilian service
Test grade (TMS)
Medical apprenticeship
University preferences 1-6 (ABV)
University preferences 1-6 (AdH)

binary
ordinal
binary
nominal
nominal
ordinal
ordinal
binary
ordinal
binary
nominal
nominal

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Among 36 universities
16 states
1.0-4.0
0-100 semesters
Yes/No
1.0- 4.0
Yes/No
Among 36 universities
Among 36 universities

While attributes such as a completed medical apprenticeship are increasingly
incorporated in the universities selection procedures, the decisive factor for admission remains the graduation mark.
For further data analysis we decided to derive the following additional attributes:
Table 2. New derived attributes
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Attribute

Data type Value range

Average graduation mark per year (AG)
Average graduation mark per year per state (AGS)
Deviation of the student from AG
Deviation of the student from AGS
State of the University in ABV
State of the University in AdH

ordinal
ordinal
ordinal
ordinal
nominal
nominal

1.0-4.0
1.0-4.0
1.0-4.0
1.0-4.0
16 states
16 states

Exploration of the raw data

From summer 2009 to summer 2013 about 250.000 applications have been received. Each of these has been stored as a data tuple including a list of up to
22 relevant attributes. Firstly, the attributes include information about the applicant such as his graduation mark, whether he has already finished a medical
apprenticeship or how long he has already waited for a placement. Second, his
preferences regarding university locations are listed. Finally, it is noted if and
where the candidate was eventually admitted.
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3.1

The meaning of the grade:
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As we will show in our analysis part, plainly looking at the grade will enable
us to predict the admission of 84% of candidates correctly. The constant medial
discussion about the numerus clausus and the hardship of not-excelling graduates to gain a placement in medical studies already suggests that the importance
of the grade has been apprehended by the public. The dataset gives evidence
of this assumption as it reveals clear selection effects. As you can see in Fig. 2,

Grade [1.0 to 3.8]

Fig. 2. Comparing grade densities of high school graduates in 2012 (light) and medical
studies applicants (dark) from Baden-Württemberg (1 of 16 regions in Germany)

excelling high school graduates are clearly overrepresented in the set of medical studies applicants. The graph presents comparison values from the state of
Baden-Württemberg. Applicants from the state (dark bars) clearly outdo the
2012 cohort of high school graduates (light bars) in respect to their Abitur performance [7]. While strong students might also be simply more prone to become
a doctor, the magnitude of the numbers nurtures the hypothesis that many interested graduates with bad or average grades are discouraged to apply at all.
Certainly, they do so due to a good reason, since their expectation not to be
accepted is congruent with reality.
However, the graph also shows that there are students with bad and average
grades that apply, at all. This can be explained in two ways. First, they simply
may have false expectations about their chances; second, they have waited a
long time to study and hope to be accepted through the 20% waiting-time quota
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0.4

(WZV). Not surprisingly, as the WZV only considers the grade as a secondary
factor, Fig. 3 shows that these hopes are very valid.
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Fig. 3. Comparing grade densities of admitted applicants depending on the respective
selection procedure

Comparing the marks of candidates accepted through the WZV (red bars)
with those admitted by AdH (black) or ABV (blue) the diminishing weight of
the graduating mark as decisive factor becomes apparent.
In fact, the distribution of accepted candidates through the WZV is almost
uniform and the slight curving can easily be explained by the likewise-curved
distribution of all High School graduates. It does not matter if one graduates
with 2.0 or 4.0, students are apparently equally prone to study medicine.
Or in other words, this supports the thesis that it is the self-selection in
anticipation of failure of average to bad students that leads to the excellence of
applicants on the whole.
3.2

Extracting distinctive features and other decisive attributes

Beside the grade (and secondarily the waiting time) which other attributes determine a successful application? Following, we present selected observations for
all secondary determinants.
University preferences: For one, there are the university preferences. Even
though the German university system is known to be comparatively undifferentiated there exist significant differences between groups of individuals electing
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Fig. 4. Average grade of all applicants vs successful applicants

different universities. As shown in Fig. 4 (red dots) there is a gap of more than
half a grade point in applicant average grades between the most competitive and
the least competitive university.
While applicants for the Charite Berlin average a grade of 1.8, applicants for
the University of Greifswald only aggregate to a mean of 2.4. The same trend
can be observed looking at mean data of admitted applicants (blue dots). Consequently, choosing particular universities will have a crucial impact on application
success.
Waiting time: Moreover, as already pointed-out the waiting time is important
for the selection process as it is the primary factor regarding 20% of the placements. In addition, the procedure is global i.e. not split up into many universityspecific procedures. As expected, the data simply reflects the procedure rules
by having a clear-cut two-level distribution with the turnabout at about 12
semesters waited.
Medical apprenticeship and civilian service: Third, a medical apprenticeship or time spent for civilian service can be influencing factors. However, as
the descriptive statistics show they are only able to tilt applicants on the edge
of admission towards success. As Fig. 6 shows, the likelihood of admission for
candidates with completed medical apprenticeship only increases positively for
candidates with a grade within the low 2 range and only for candidates with
grades below 1.9 it increases significantly.
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Fig. 5. Admitted through the WZV per time waited
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Fig. 6. Increased likelihood of admission due to a medical apprenticeship (per grade)
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Fig. 7 uses the same method in order to assess the effect of a civilian service.
Much like a medical apprenticeship, a civilian service appears to be able to tip
the scales. This time, however, applicants need even better grades (less than 1.7)
in order to benefit.
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Fig. 7. Increased likelihood of admission due to a civilian service (per grade)

Test for medical students (TMS): Finally, we are left to analyze the relevance of the test for medical students (TMS). First, we were interested in how
much the test results deviated from Abitur grades and therefore how much value
they added to the selection procedure. Surprisingly, we found the test results to
be less correlated to Abitur performance than expected (correlation: 0.34, see
figure 8). Seemingly, they add, in fact, another notion to the selection process.
So how much does the TMS participation and score contribute to a successful
admission? Performing linear regression analysis (on the set of candidates that
have taken the test) we find a significant impact (see table 3). While a large part
of the influence of TMS scores on admission is confused for Abitur performance,
integrating it into the equation still leaves us with a significant effect of TMS
scores to predicting admission success.
Interim summary: Descriptive statistical analysis enables us to get a feeling
for the relevance of the various attributes and therefore helps understanding
what to expect from the dataset. We found that the Abitur grade is the major
factor to determine admission into medical studies. But also a smart election
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Fig. 8. Abitur grade vs TMS grade
Table 3. Linear regression - Admission
Intercept

Abitur grade + TMS score

Abitur grade TMS Score
0.64910***
1.04306

-0.02825

-0.02331***
-0.01408

**** significant at 5 % level

of universities, the waiting time, a medical apprenticeship or a strong TMS can
contribute in certain scenarios.
In the following section we will test several inductive methods. Thereby, we
attempt to bring the factors together in the right fashion - ultimately aiming to
find a sound rule to predict admission success on an individual level.

4

Results and Data Analysis

In this section we start by presenting simple approaches like the One-Rule Classifier [9]. Then we proceed with more complex techniques like decision trees and
an own model. By choosing the different Data Mining approaches, we follow
the most commonly used algorithms in Data Mining [9]. Finally, we collect and
compare our data analysis results.
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4.1

Simple rule-based classifier

One very simple approach that can show in simple data very useful results is
the One-Rule Classifier[9][8]. It has only one parameter, the minimum bucket
size for discretization. The algorithm generates one rule for each value of the
predictor in the data and then selects the rule with the smallest total error.
One other simple rule-based classifier is the The Zero-Rule Classifier[9]. It
chooses the class that is most likely within the data. The classifier is useful for
having a reference baseline to which we can compare other approaches.
4.2

Decision Tree

A decision tree is a machine learning method that can be used for classification
or for regression problems[5]. Like the One-Rule-Classifier, its structure is easy
to understand and it can predict numerical as well as categorical classes.[5][9]
The building of such a tree normally consists of two steps: First, a tree is
built utilizing some rules, that split the data into different subsets. Second, the
tree gets pruned with the objective to not overfit and to remove parts that are
unimportant with regard to accuracy.
The main difference between trees for classification or regression is, that
the classification tree predicts a qualitiatve response rather than a quantitiatve
response. [5] In this paper we are content with assessing if a student will be
accepted or not. In this scenario a classification decision tree will be a good
solution.
One of the most popular decision trees is the ID3 or the C4.5 from John Ross
Quinlan.[6] The C4.5 algorithm is an improvement of the ID3, because it is, for
one part, capable of handling missing values in the dataset (which is necessary
in this scenario, as not every student had joint all accomodation processes). Also
the C4.5 the decision tree is pruned after one run. In this research we used a
Java implementation of the C4.5, the J48 decision tree.[9]
4.3

Modelling the selection process

At hochschulstart.de selection mechanisms as well as nummerus clausus data
of 21 universites is made easily available. For the next approach we used this
information in an attempt to recreate a prognosis from the viewpoint of an
individual applicant. We wrote a computer program comprising the universities’
selection procedures as functions. The program would evaluate the data tuples
regarding each selection procedure of individually elected universities. In the
following, the program would compare the outcome with the previous year’s
nummerus clausus. In other words, we simply took individual characteristics
and assessed whether; depending on the selection procedures, an applicant would
have made it in the previous year.
Thus, we recreated the approach, a real person would take to evaluate her
or his admission chances. The method was not only useful as an end itself, but
posed, in addition, a benchmark whether we could actually give better forecasts
than a single person searching for information on the internet could.
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4.4

Results

Table 4. Comparison of the different approaches
Approach
Zero Rule
One Rule
J48
J48 pruned
Modelled selection
process

Parameters
-minBucketsize=6
Conf=0.25,folds=3
Conf=0.25,folds=3
--

Accuarcy in %
73.78
84.46
91.06
92.06
91.14

The Zero-Rule gives the percentage of applicants not admitted to medical
studies. Consequently, predicting ’not admitted’ for everyone would already yield
73% correct predictions. The One-Rule splits the data up into two subsets regarding their Abitur grade. The accuracy increases to 84%. The comparatively
large precision gain of over 10% reflects the ’sure’ candidates on the top of the
scale and the ’basket cases’ on the bottom of the scale. Growing more precise
in our modelling of the selection process we manage to cross the 90% mark.
Notice that the results of this estimator are probably overestimated, as the 21
universities that published their selection criteria on a central website are rather
transparant and are therefore presumably easier to predict as the others. Bearing this in mind we can be quite confident that our Data Mining approach, the
decision tree, yields convincing results.
In Data Mining different approaches exist to evaluate the fit of a model. The
most common are the 10 fold cross-validation and the partitioning into testing
and training sets.[9][2] In this work we choose to evaluate the different approaches
on our newest dataset, the ”Winter Semester 2012”, which we consequently not
used for training our classifiers. Evaluating on our newest dataset, gives us the
most valid values for the accuracy for future years.
Learning the classifiers only with the use of former year datasets such as
’2011’ or ’2011 and 2010’ yielded only slightly less accuracy then learning on
the whole dataset. This may show, that the underlying admission process did
not change radically in the last years. More importantly it reassures us in believing that the data comprises valuable information, in order to predict future
admission processes.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we aimed to reveal some aspects of what we can read from applicant data. We evaluated the individual factors of university selection to medical
studies and pointed out their situational importance. Moreover, we were able to
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show that methods of Data Mining can outdo individual persons in predicting
their admission.
While we are content to have made a first step, 92% accuracy is not an
overwhelming number. As additional data, such as graduate numbers, may be
able to further increase precision; we are convinced that much of the remaining
8% is made up of random factors.
How many graduates of a year decide to go for medicine? How good are they?
Which universities will they choose? A large part of these yearly variations will
be unpredictable noise. However, we can enhance our predictions in quantifying
how much individual admission chances may be influenced by this noise. So,
instead of having a binary prediction outcome of ’will or not will be admitted’
we could create a percent estimation of admission chances - ’you will be admitted
with a ??% chance’. This were to reflect our varying level of certainty and serve
applicants the required information to make an informed decision.
This leads to the concluding objective. We believe that applicants striving
to go into medicine can make use of the information of data analysis. They gain
a realistic view of their options and are now able to make career decisions more
informed. Thus we aim at publishing our predictions in an accessible fashion for
the applicants. For this purpose we have created a prototype recommendation
program, which we will be released on the website www.zulassungsorakel.de in
January 2015 (see 9).

Fig. 9. Servlet Zulassungsorakel - the prediction program for students
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